
     E400-400-60 is for any balancer with a threaded 40mm shaft. 
It will work on any brand of balancer. If customer has a smaller 
shaft 36mm, etc, they need to tell you. We have reducing 
sleeves that will allow the kit to work on smaller shafts.  

E400-818-60 is for balancers that have a 40mm auto camp           
shaft. Works on all balancers except Hunter. They have their own 

handle that they sell with their balancers that will work with the 
kit above, the E400-400-60.    

     E400-400-65 2 plate system for any balancer with 40mm 
threaded shaft. Combo plate can be set up for 4,6, and 8 lug 
wheels and there is a plate for 5 lug as well. Will do all the same 
bolt patterns as the 3 plate kit.     


  


      E400-818-65  2 plate system for balancers that have 
40mm auto clamp shafts. Works on all balancers except 
Hunter. Their handle will work with kit above 

E400-400-65. Combo plate for 4,6,and 8 lug. 5 lug


        


   E400-400-61 Same kit as E400-400-60 but without 
storage wall board.  



     E400-818-61  Same kit as E400-818-60 but without 
wall storage board.   

     E400-400-66 Same kit as E400-400-65 but 
without storage wall board. 

     E400-818-66 Same kit as E400-818-65 but 
without storage wall board.  

    E404-400-13  4 lug plate with 2 sets of stud tips for threaded 
shafts.     
    E404-818-13  4 lug plate with 2 sets of tips for auto clamp 
shafts
    

   E405-400-13  5 lug plate with 2 sets of tips for threaded shafts.
   
   E405-818-13  5 lug plate with 2 sets of tips for auto clamp shafts
   



E406-400-13  6 lug plate with 2 sets of tips for threaded shafts.

E406-818-13  6 lug plate with 2 sets of tips for auto clamp shafts. 

   E408-400-13  4/6 lug combination plate w/ 2 sets of tips for threaded 
shafts


E408-818-13  4/6 lug combination plate w/2 sets of tips for auto clamp 
shafts

   E465-025-11 Torque tip style “B” replacement tip          

   E465-040-10 Torque tip style “C” replacement tip   

E465-040-15 Torque tip style “E” replacement tip   

E465-065-10 Torque tip style “C” replacement tip  

        E490-000-12  Replacement gear assembly   



All kits both 2 and 3 plate are designed to balance all 4,5,6,and 8 lug bolt 
patterns up to 180mm in diameter. This will cover about 98% of all vehicles 
out there. They will work on any balancer brands out there. 

Any part # with 818 in the middle is for the auto clamp shafts. Any part # 
with 400 in the middle is for threaded shafts.  

Most of the balancer shafts out there are 40mm in diameter and we make 
the product to fit that. There are a few brands that have a 36mm shaft. The 
customer will need to let you know that before ordering so we can insert 
the reducing sleeves enabling the adaptors to work. 




